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Bespoke Bodies:  The Design & Craft of Prosthetics  
is an exhibition exploring  prosthetic design’s past, present, & future. 
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TEXTURE 
We experience texture through  

touch, like when petting Derby  the  
Dog’s fluffy fur. We can also experience 

texture through sight, imagining  
the  fluffiness of Derby’s fur.

COLOR 
Our eyes pick up  different  

wavelengths of light, &  the colors  
we see can vary depending  on  

a person’s sensitivity.

LEARN ABOUT TEXTURE & COLOR

Meet Derby the Dog & Grecia the Toucan! Both use 3D-printed prostheses created  
by 3D Systems & are featured in our Bespoke Bodies exhibition. Collect textured  

items from your surroundings to color & decorate the drawings of Derby & Grecia.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. 
Collect objects  

 from around the house  
 with various textures.   

2. 
Gather art supplies   

found around the house,  
 such as, paint, glue,  
crayons, markers,  
highlighters, etc.   

3. 
Use the textured  

objects &  the art supplies  
to add texture  & color  

to the provided Coloring 
Book Pages.  

MATERIALS TO GATHER

Textured objects  found around  
the home  (at guardians’ discretion),   

such as sponges, fabric,  
 feathers, food, plants, etc.

Art  supplies  
such as paint,  
glue, crayons, 

or markers.

Coloring  
Book  

Pages.

ACTIVITY PROMPTS

What objects   
around your house   

have texture?

Does it remind you 
 of anything you’ve 

 felt before?

Can you describe   
the texture?
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Did you know  
that  Toucans are  

omnivorous?   
Grecia the Toucan  

uses a prosthetic bill  
to crack seeds &  

grasp fruits,  
vegetables & bugs!  

Toucan bills range in  
color, including oranges, 

greens, & even blues!   

Grecia’s prosthetic bill was   
3D printed from  a robust  

nylon material, chosen  
for  its strength & durability.
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Watch a video  
about Derby!

bit.ly/36E0tAU

Derby’s prosthetics are 
made of  several different 

materials, including  
smooth nylon,  flexible  
rubber, &  soft padding.
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Meet  
Derby the Dog!  

Derby uses 3D-printed  
prosthetic legs 

when he goes for  
 walks & runs.   


